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PREFACE
It is difficult to impress upon the public and industry at
large that the most essential quality of the Arctic is not
cold, or gold, or polar bears~ but a central position in
the world communi ty. ;>1ichae l Marsden in THE ARCT IC FRONT IER( I)*
Students and residents of the Arctic are fami liar with the many
problems peculiar to the geographical area. This monograph wi I I consider
an adequate, safe, and reliable water distribution system. Water supply,
together with housing, transportation, and waste disposal, are demanded
when a remote area becomes estab I i shed as a permanent sett Iement.
As long as the population of the North was widely distributed in
smal I mining camps, vi Ilages, and individual cabins, water distribution
systems were not necessary, as shal low wei Is and nearby streams adequately
served most needs. Ilith the rapidly increasing settlement of the vast
landS of the North, the popUlation is being centered in communities rather
than d"i stri buted over Iarge areas. The wor Id popu Iat ion exp Ios ion wi I I
undoubtedly contribute to increasing immigration into Arctic and sub-Arctic
areas. These changes have already created a need for modern water distri-
bution systems, a need which wi I I become more critical with time.
This monograph has been prepared with two purposes in mind. First, it
historically reviews the development of water distribution practices in the
North American Arctic from aboriginal times to the present. Although most
of the information presented in the historical sections has appeared in
previously pUblished I iterature, there is a need to present it in a single
concise volume. The value of this becomes apparent when one considers the
turnover rate of professional personnel in the Arctic. It is not uncommon
for a capable man new to the area to expend much effort in the development
of a system previously developed by others merely because the information is
*I Numbers in ( ) refer to references found in Appendix V.
iii
scattered or unavai lable.
Second, previously unpublished data are presented on the design of what
the authors feel is the most satisfactory water distribution system: the
single-main recirculation type. Design criteria based upon this type of
system are presented. The data were obtained from several prototype operations
within the State of Alaska. The second purpose of the monograph, therefore,
is addressed to both the recent Iy arri ved eng i neers and the men who have been
working in the Arctic for many years.
The authors real ize that there are many problems yet to be solved, some
t of which they recognize and some of which have not been obvious to them. The,
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monograph is presented as a state of the art treatise with the hope it will
prevent repetition of work already done and that it wi I I lead to the advancement
of the art.
The work is also addressed to the planning of non-institutionalized
instai lations which are not suitable to the more expensive methods developed
by the mi I'tary for camp complexes. It could be said the system described
herein is most suitable for the average city where the uti lity does not have
complete control over where bui Idings are located, versus the institution
where the uti lity may itself be the control ling factor in bui Iding size and
I ocat ion.
The research upon wh ich th is pub I icat ion is based was performed in
accordance with Contract No. ph 86-67-18 with the U.S. Public Health Service,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The use of the faci lities of
the Arctic Health Research Laboratory (USPHS) and the Alaska Native Medical
Service (USPHS) is greatly appreciated.
Special appreciation is due to Dr. Wi I liam Ryan of the Alaska Native
Medical Service for his close cooperation during the field testing performed
on this work.
Iv
Lastly, the support of the Institute of l'later Resources, University
of Alaska is acknol,ledged, through an Office of Water Resources Research
grant A-O 18··A I as . 'di thout the supported and unsupported contr i but ions
made by this organization the completion of this work would have been
impossible.
R. Sage I,iurphy
Charles Hartman
College, Alaska
I"a rch, 1969
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Keeping water in the liquid form throughout a distribution system -
is the Major problem confronting the water supply engineer in the Arctic.
Of all the schemes developed for this purpose, basically only two are
used. Either enough heat is added to the water to prevent freezing or the
system is designed in such a way that the water is removed from the system
before it freezes.
As the Arctic and sub-Arctic began to be settled by persons from more
temperate climates, greater demands were placed upon adequate and con-
'lenient water supplies and distribution systems. The systems developed for
these communities are discussed, the good and bad points of each system
being reviewed.
Some rather i ngen ious methods have been deve loped to accomp Iish water
distribution under arctic conditions. This chapter describes these methods
and, in some cases, the locations where applied. Design information on
these systems Is not presented here Ins i nee the primary purpose of th Is
report.is the single-main recirculation system. It does seem Important to
present the historical development of al I.types of systems, as they have in
the past proven useful, and, It is thought, wi II continue to find some use
in particular situations.
, Aboriginal
i~ The first water supplies were those used by the Indians, Eskimos, andi Aleuts. Since communities were at best only semi-permanent, there was little
I
need to develop 'later distribution systems. rlater supplies were obtained
from warm springs, melting of ice and snow, water obtained beneath the ice
during winter months, and, during the summer, from surface streams and rain"ater.
The collection of this \;ater has always been a time-consuml ng task, but the
quantity of water needed (about 2-5 gal Ions per capita per day) does not
approach that of a modern community. Many individuals and some communities
continue to rely on this method as their only source of water.
Trucking
As communities began to grow and adopt the technology of the rest of
North Ameri ca, the demand for greater quanti ti es of water than obta i nab Ie
by the individual-hauling method increased. Large trucks, sledges, and other
vehicles were fitted with water tanks so that water could be hauled from some
central source, whether it be from a treatment plant or a good-quality stream.
This water is then pumped into tanks located in a heated part of the consumer's
bui Iding. T~conomics of such a system are poor, but the first cost is
relatively low when cQ~pared to more sophisticated systems. Water becomes a
very valuable commodity under such conditions, it being rarely used to the
extent found in the .more temperate climates. There are a number of relatively
large communities in Alaska sti I I using this method for part or al I of their
water supp Iy.
Intermittent Pumping
Intermittent pumping has been developed for very small communities and
other low consumption establishments where complete control of the water
is practical. A distribution system, usually located underground, is
instal led in such a way that al I the lines, inclUding those used as service
2
3the winter, however, the water can not be left in the lines. Therefore, on
Thrs
amount required to form ice.
the heat lost between the pump and the end of the main is less than the
mot Ion throughout the system, thereby prevent Ing rna In freez i ng as long as
provision that water could be bled from each service connection and at the
now ca I Ied the Far North. to Insta I I a water d Istr ibut ion system. Itwas
constructed in about 1903. A conventional system was Installed, with the
penetration. Leaving these valves open al lows the water to be in constant
When the water to the distri buti on pIpes is turned off, a I I water
end of each main on a continuous basis during the periods of deep frost
protection by such a system. However, for two to six homes In a subdivision,
water source is high.
It is probably safe to say that the above system is inadequate for a
is removed from the system either by gravity drainage or, In a few cases,
by blowing compressed air through the system and forcing al I the water from
Conventional System with Bleeding
Dawson City, Yukon Territory, was probably the first city in what is
certain advantages are apparent, particularly if the cost of a well or other
bution system and each consumer fi lis a storage tank In his house.
community of any size. An additional disadvantage is the lack of fire
the pipes.
without reverting to individual pumps.
a predetermined .schedule, or on demand, the water is put through the distri-
tank is usually located in an attic so that the house wi I I have water pressure
system is operated as any conventional distribution system would be. During
connections, can be quickly and easi Iy drained. During the summer months the
!.
The. "bleed.ing" method of freeze-up prevention has many disadvantages,
one bei ng the Iarge quantity_of wa:teLdl.s~trJRIJ:t.ed as compared with the
"-~--'--
quantity actually uti lized for consumptive purposes. In an area of low
population with abundant good qual ity water it may stili find some applications.
However, if pumping must be used, the cost per customer wi I I be a real economic
factor. Needless to say the "bleeding" method would be a completely uneconomic
scheme If the raw water qual ity is such that extensive physical and/or chemical
treatment is requ ired. The last disadvantage of lib Ieed i ng" concerns i tse If
with the problem of waste disposal. If the wasted water is discharged into
a sewerage system, the resulting di lution of the organic wastes wi II cause
an excessive hydrauJ ic load on the treatment plant, undoubtedly reducing the
efficiency of the biological processes. In addition, the size of the pipes
and treatment faci lities wi I I be proportionately larger, increasing the
capitalization. Separate sewer systems for wastes and excess water appear to
be impractical unless the city also has instal led a storm sewer system, which
could be uSed for removing the excess water. However, most communities smal I
enough to take advantage of the "bleeding" process probably rely upon surface
storm water runoff rather than a separate storm sewer system.
Conventional System with Deep Burial and/or"lnsulation
The system commonly used in the northern United States and the southern
areas of Canada is to bury the pipes to a depth greater than the expected
seasonal frost line. Such a system is also practical in many Far North areas
that are not located in the permafrost regions. However, the farther north
one proceeds, the greater is the depth of this frost I ine, and, at some point,
economics wi I I prevent a pipe from being buried to the necessary depth.
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Since most water sources, whether surface or we II water, are near the
freezing temperature during many months of the year, heat must often be added
to the water before it is pumped into the distribution system. If heat is not
added, the water can lose only a smal I amount of heat before problems develop.
The quantity of water used in the hIghly insulated type system often
determInes whether problems wi I I develop. In densely populated areas, where
a large quant i ty of water is used without much var Iat Ion in f Iow rate, i-he
water is in the distribution system the minimum length of time. Hence, the
chance of .freezi ng is reduced. As the distribution system becomes extended
or the water-use less, heat must be added, the pipe buried deeper, increased
insulation added, or a combination of these factors incorporated Into the
design.
Although the economics of the highly insulated water main often appear
to be, quite good, the system does not solve the problem inherent in the service
connectLons. The service line sti II must enter the house at approximately
foundation level, which Is often at a depth severly influenced by freezing.
Experience has shown that there is a tendency to al low the water to run during'
the night low-use hours to prevent freezing of the service lines. Such
practices have the same disadvantage as the "bleeding" type system, namely a
rather .1 arge amount of wasted water.
Another system which can be classified with the conventional highly
insulated type is the so-cal led uti lidor. A Uti lidor Is a heated and insulated
box-I Ike structure into vlhich all uti Iities are placed; electric, water, sewer,
telephone, steam, gas, etc. Instal lations of this type have been constructed
be'.:>~_~ade.·luniversityof Alaska, Nome, many mi litary installations) as
5
\iell as on the surface (fnuvlk, N.V/.T., some ml I itary Installations). Surface
construction i's often necessitated by permafrost.
To protect uti lities from freezing a uti Iidor Is a good system. It Is
usua I IY bu I It Iarge enough to a I 10\'1 \iork Ing space Ins Ide for ma Intenance and
repair." The amount of heat which must be added to the Uti Iidor is a fUrJction
of the amount of Insulation, depth, and amount of heat lost by the various
ut I lit Ies themse Ives. For Instance, if steam pipes are Inc Iuded In the serv Ices,
enough heat can usually be obtained by heat lost from these lines to keep other
uti Iities from freezing. In fact, a case can be cited where the Uti lidor is so
hot from excessive heat-loss of steam lines that the water lines themselves
must be Insulated in order to keep the water temperature cool enough to be used"
without customer complaints. Obviously such Instal lations were not properly
designed.
Besides the disadvantage of an extremely high first cost, certain other
facto"rs make the Uti Ii dor undes Ireb Ie for most i nsta I Iat Ions. The presence of
permafrost makes construction costs prohibitive unless the Uti Iidor Is
placed very shal lowly or on the surface of the ground. In the latter case,
additional insulation is necessary, and, in all probabi Iity much more heat.
Conventional waste disposal systems are usually Impractical If placed above
ground because gravity flow is obviated by the negligible or negative grade
between the house fixtures and the sewer line in the Uti Iidor. Above ground
systems also cause serious problems at street crossing, paths, etc.
Because of the cost and the previously mentioned disadvantages of the
~II Uti I idor, fel' of these systems are located at places other than government
,
~1. projects, institutions, small mining faci Iit/es, and similar complex-type
I! Ins ta I Iat /ons •
I
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Dual-Main Circulating Systems
One of the disadvantages of al I the previously described methods of
water distribution Is the fact that the water in the service lines between the
mal n and the house remai ns quiescent duri ng many hours of the day and is
sUbject to freezing, particularly at the point where the line is brought through
the foundation Into the house. The solution to this problem is either to al low
the water to run during periods of extreme cold or to add a large amount of heat
to the water. Two methods have been proposed to so Ive th Is prob lem. One method
herein designated the dual-main system, is workable but has found little
acceptance, mainly because a less expensive and more workable system was
developed simultaneously.
The basic goal, as is apparent from the discussion thus far, is to have
the water continuously circulating both in the distribution lines proper as wei I
as In the individual house connections. Another desirable feature is a means of
reheatiRg the water which has become cooled in the distribution system, should
the need arise.
The dual-main system accomplishes both objectives. The water initially
leaves the pumphouse in a high pressure line. If thermodynamic conditions
warrant, heat may have to be added at this .polnt in the system. The house
service comes off the high pressure line, Into the dwel ling, through a
pressure reducing valve, and out of the dwelling, discharging Into a second
main operating at a lower pressure. Interior house plumbing is taken off the
" loop" by a tee, thereby a I low Ing convent i ona I plumb i ng th roughout the house.
The low pressure I ine returns to the pumphouse, or Intermediate pumping
station and storage faci lity, where it Is heated, If necessary, and returned
to the disrribution network in the high pressure main.
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It·can be· seen that the dual-main system wi I I keep water constantly in
motion throughout the distribution system as wei I as in the service connections.
The pressure differentials needed to be maintained are a function of water
temperature, ground temperature, pipe insulation, and length of service lines.
aecause of certain inherent disadvantages of this system, design considerations
wi I I not be discussed as it is felt less expensive systems wi I I continue to
be bui It, the dual-main layout being academic at the present stage of techno1ogy.
The glaring disadvantage of the dual-main system is the fact that two
mains must be instal led throughout, thereby neariy doubling the first cost of
the installation. In addition, extremely close control of the pressures in
both I ines must be maintained, requiring extra equipment and man-power.
Single-Main Recirculating System
It became apparent at the time of the conception of the dual-main system
that a more economical solution using a single main was essential to make
northern .water distribution systems economically feasible. One obvious solution
would be a constantly running main, each house being connected to it by a
loop in which the water is constantly running, the prime energy input being an
individual pump located in the heated part of each bui Iding. Although such a
system is workable, requiring each customer to instal I and maintain a pump
is not the most economical manner for the distribution of water, particularly
in a large city.
The Arctic Health Research Center, U. S. Public Health Service, Anchorage,
Alaska, began exploratory studies in 1952 to develop a means of providing
a continuously circulating water system which could be operated simi larly
to the conventional systems in the more temperate climates. After considerable
8 I,
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experimentation in their faci lities and those of the Washington State Col lege,
design criteria were established for a system which would accomplish this
goal. The system wi I I be referred to as the single-main recirculation system
throughout the .remainder of this report.
This method of water distribution consists of one water main thro~gh
which the water is continuously pumped during periods of extreme cold or
in areas of permafrost. The flow loop is from the treatment plant or pri-
mary pumping station around the loop and either back into the same pumping
station or into another station. Heat is added to the water, when necessary,
at the pumphouse.
The above system satisfies the requirement of keeping the water in the
mai ns in motion. The prob lem of keepi ng the water in the service connections
in motion without reverting to bleeding or individual pumps was solved by
the development of a device which has become kn~ln in the North as the
"pitorifice". The name is derived from both pitot tube and orifice, since
their principle of operation involves the fundamentals of each device. The
pitorifice is inserted into the pipe as a corporation stop. Since it is im-
possible to obtain a definite and controllable pressure drop across the house
service connections, it is necessary to produce the velocity in the service
connections by uti lizing the velocity head of the water in the main to
produce the necessary f Iow; A dua I serv ice connect ion is used to accomp Iish
the above: one I ine in which the water flows from the main to the house;
a second return water I ine from the house to the main. Figure I diagram-
mati cal Iy depicts this system. Figure 2 is a photograph of a pitorifice.
The development of this system has al I the advantages of previous
systems described but it is more economical than any of the others. It is not
to be construed that such a design is cheap, but for the rigorous conditions
9
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of the North it is a reasonable solution for this very important uti lity.
Fairbanks, Unalakleet, and Grayl ing, Alaska all use this system of water
distribution with very successful results.
Summary
This chapter has described the most common water distribution systems
found in the Arctic and sub-Arctic areas of North America. AI I the systems
have been or are being used at the time of this writing. It is the opinion
of the authors that the single-main recirculation system is the most practical
solution for water distribution in the geographic area. AI I other systems
are either more expensive to bui Id or have certain disadvantages which make
them uneconomical.
The above statement is restricted to what might be considered the private
sector. Institutions, mil itary bases, company faci Iities, etc. mayor may not
find this to be the most economicai solution. For instance, ami litary site
[, may house 100 men and be constructed in such a way that the entire complex
is one large bui Iding with a number of wings. Such constructioh lends itself-
to the placement of ut iI it ies under the floors, i h separate indoor ut II i dors, .
and other configurations. However, in the private sector, people demand
relatively large Jots and homesites, simi lar to what they were accustomed to
in other areas of North America. The most economical solution for such an
area is the one which most closely approaches that found in what can be
termed a conventional system. Therefore, the statement that the single-main
recirculation water distribution system is the best devised to date for the
Arctic regions is I imited to those instal lations that are not of the Insti-
tut iona I type.
A last remark concerning the use of other types of systems should be made.
II
As one proceeds. from the true Arctic, with permafrost, to more southerly
regions, the use of deeply buried, highly insulated pipes, and the heating of
the water may become more advantageous than the method which is being discussed
in this paper. It should be made clear that the work presented herein is
-
aimed primari Iy at the severe northern regions rather than at those areas which
may have marginal freezing probiems with water distribution.
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i collection system. Whenever possible the water line was instal led as close to
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Chapter 2
FIELD STUDY AT UNALAKLEET, ALASKA
Itwas ment loned in Chapter I that more than one sing Ie-ma in reci r-
culatlon water distribution system had been constructed in the State of
Alaska. The system at Unalakleet was chosen as a study faci lity for a
number of reasons. Of these, the most important was the fact that al I parts
of the system were completely separated from any other uti lity or heat source
and, second.! y, that near Iy the camp Iete construct ion phase of the system
could be observed. Although the City of Fairbanks uses the same method for
water distribution, the system is not conducive to a study of this sort
because the heat budget for the water mains is very difficult to assess.
The iocal steam plant uses the cold wei I water as a cooling I iquid prior to
the water entering the treatment plant and distribution system, thereby
making it· difficult to determine the cost of heat. In addition, Fairbanks
has a much more complete uti 1ity system than does Unalakleet, the former having
a steam distri but Ion network in the downtown a rea and a centra I sewage
these other uti lities as possible to take advantage of heat losses from the
steam and sewer I ines to prevent freeZing of the water distribution system.
The system located at Grayl ing, Alaska was not constructed at the time
this stUdy was started.
The Unalakleet system is completely self-contained, the only heat added
to the system being through a heat exchanger which is an integral part of the
faci lity. Since the waste system consists of individual seepage pits, no
other uti lities exist which could add heat.
13
Unalakleet is located on the extreme eastern end of Norton Sound,
an arm of the Bering Sea, at latitude 64°N. (See Figure 3). The area can
be classified as subarctic according to the definition given by Washburn (2),
wherein the mean temperature is not higher than 50°F for more than fo~r
westerly during the summer months and easterly during the winter. The
average annual precipitation is 13 inches, including an average of 34 inches
of snow.
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The townsite of Unalakleet is not located in a permafrost area,
although al I surrounding terrain is subjected to extensive permafrost
conditions. The.vi Ilage is situated on a wei I drained sand spit which does
not retain sufficient moisture to create a permafrost condition. Seasonal
frost generally will extend to a depth of eight feet in undisturbed soil
sections. A more detai led description and maps of the vi I lage are to be
found in th is chapter under the head i ng of Descr ipt ion of the System.
The water system was built with funds of the U.S. Public Health Service,
Division or Indian Health, Alaska Native Medical Center, Anchorage, under
authorization of Public Law 86-121, Project No. A64-440. The original design
was made by a consulting engineering firm (3) with many design changes being
incorported by Alaska Native Medical Center engineers. The latter organ-
ization was responsible for the final design and construction of the project.
Actual construction work was begun during the summer of 1964. AI I
equipment and supplies were brought into the vi I lage during that summer by
ship from Seattle. Unalakleet is not served by roads and, therefore, the
complete supply inventory for the project had to be ordered and shipped at
one time to prevent more expensive airfreight charges.
The actual construction was performed by local labor under the direction
of one resident foreman. Occasionally an engineer from the Anchorage USPHS
office would be at the site for inspection and supervision of certain com-
pi icateddetai Is. The fact that the majority of the workers at the site
were unski I led at the start of the project had to be considered in the design.
The construction season is relatively short at this latitude. Work
cou Id not get underway unt i I the Iast week in May, and a II but III i nor work
had to be completed prior to the end of October.
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Because Qf the short construction season, the use of unski I led labor, and the
logistics required for a project at such a remote iocation, the system was
not put on line unti I November, 1965. The collection of data presented in
this report was begun at that time.
-
The water distribution system operated for the next fourteen months with
the normal difficulties inherent in any new system. A fire in January, 1967
destroyed the pumphouse and al I its contents. including al I the temperature
recording instruments used in this study. Therefore, the report wi I I consider
the information acquired during the first fourteen months of the system's
life. The pumphouse and related equipment have sUbsequently been rebui It and
the people of Unalakleet have running water at the time of the writing of this
report. Special instruments used solely for this study were not replaced as
sufficient data had been collected.
The vi Ilage itself is predominantly Eskimo with a native population of
approximately 600. Besides the homes, the vi I lage consists of a Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) School, a mission, a'Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) site,
and a store. AI I but the Federal Aviation Agency faci lity are presently
served by the central water distribution system.
Description of the System
A p,lan view of the vi Ilage of Unalakleet is shown in Figure 4. The
primary distribution system has two loops, ,both of which origi nate and term-
inate at the pumphouse. A third loop was constructed between the pumphouse
and the wei Is to the north. The BIA Junior High School, located too far
from the mains to take advantage of their water velocity for recirculation,
was forced to instal I a separate loop using a pump to prOVide the recir-
culation. The remainder of the system consists of a pumphouse and its
16
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re Iated equ i pment, fue I storage fac i Iiti es, and an elevated water storage tank.
~ain Circulation Loops: The vii lage plan was such that a single main
cou Id not be ut iii zed because the dis tance f rem the ma In to some houses far
exceeded the maximum safe distance. Therefore, the primary distribution system
consists of two loops, herein cal led the East and West Loops. The East
Loop is 5300 feet in length and the West is 4500 feet. The number of house
services from each loop is 39 from the East and 30 from the West.
The construction practice followed cal led for al I I ines to be on a grade
so drainage to a central point or points would be assured. The minimum depth
of cover at any point on the I ines was set at five feet, although some points
near the pumphouse Were constructed at shal lower depths. From this high
point the lines were laid on grade to fire hydrants, located approximately
1000 feet apart. These hydrants are constructed such that the entire casing
remains dry when the valve is closed. If the hydrant is used during the
winter months it must be completely drained to prevent freezing. The latter
is accomplished by turning the main water supply off, removing the hydrant
va Ive stem, and pump ing a I I the water from the lines between high poi nts by
means of a sma I I centr i fuga I pump.
Although the above procedure appears to be time-consuming and possibly
impractical, for a smal I distribution system the number of occurences cal ling
for hydrant use would be smal I. The major advantage of the system is the
abi lity to be able to remove all the water from the distribution system in the
event of a prolonged power fai lure, I ine break, or other repair work when
the circulating water must be turned off for long periods during winter months.
i~ Tne usefulness of placing the hydrants at low points on the grade made itself
~ very apparent during the start-up process as wei I as the time of the January,
1967 fire.
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If the water had not been removed, the sUbsequent freezing of the pipes un· 1
doubtedty·would have caused ·complete feitlIre tQ most .of the distrfBution system.
Four-inch ncminal diameter cement-I ined cast-iron pipe was used through-
out the main loops. These pipes were covered with one and one-half inches
of rigid preformed glass insulation (Foamglass; a product of Pittsburgh
Corning Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.l. Figure 5 is a photograph of a typical cross
section of the pipe and Insulation.
Service Connections: The primary advantage of the single-main recir-
culation system lies in the abi lity to keep the water flowing between the
mains and the house without having to revert to·the practice of wasting
water or to using individual pumps. Therefore, the success of the system
depends to a large degree upon the house-service loops. The major consid-
eration in the placement of these loops is the overal I distance that the
water must travel. Studies at the University of Washington showed that
service I ines should not exceed 50 feet. Although most services at Unalakleet
did not exceed this value, those that did were found to freeze the most
frequently. In the installation at Unalakleet it was not necessary to be
careful about easements, right-of-way, etc. because of the Reservation status
of the community. Therefore, the main loops could be placed such that they
came as close as possible to anyone house, cutting across property lines
at wi I I~ However, this would not be the case in most communities, and on
the average, the house loops would undoubtedly be somewhat longer than those
reported for this vi Ilage.
Fi gure 6 is a deta i I of the house loop connect ion into the 4 Inch
cast-iron main. The holes for the pltorlflce were tapped in the field after
the main had been Instal led. Although no exact center-to-center distance
was fa] lowed between the two pitorifices, they were usually instal led not
more than eight inches from one another.
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The two service lines were electrically insulated from each other
by wrapping one line with electrical tape. The lines were then placed
next to each other within the casing used for heat-loss Insulation. A
copper 'wlre was connected between the two pitorlfices, as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6
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This copper wire was long enough to reach the ground surface after the
trench had been back-fl i led. This arrangement Is used for connecting an
electric arc welder to the service I ines in the event ofa freeze-up. One
terminal 'of the welder Is connected to the copper cable at the main and
the other to the exposed pipe ins Ide the bu I Iding. The e Iectr Ica I insu-
latlon is necessary to prevent short-circuiting of the current during the
thawing procedure. This could occur If the two pipes touched each other.
One of the connections Inside the house can be broken to prevent short
circuiting at that point.
The two pipes making'up the house loop were instal led in a round
preformed insulation material simi lar to that used in the main loop. This
insulation material was one and one-half inches thick. The complete pipe
was insulated by this mat.erial between the point at which the two pipes
'Iere brought together to a po i nt ins i de the res idence. Powdered i nsu Iat i ng
material of a simi lar composition was poured over the joints where the house
loop joined the main loop, thereby insulating the complete service to a
minimum thickness of one and one-half inches.
AI I house loops consisted of one-half inch soft copper tubing. In order
to follow the procedure that the entire system can be drained if the need
should arise, the entrance depth into the house was set at four feet. There-
fore, even at the points where the main was at its minimum depth of five
feet, a one foot drop between the house and the main was alvlays present,
and each house service had the capabi lity of being able to be drained with
the ma ins .'
The valving arrangement in the interior of the house was detai led in
Figure I. This series of valves is necessary to shut-off each side of
the loop independently if the need to thaw only one side should arise. If
a water meter must be instal led it would be located on the house side of
th", loop,. as show n i n Figu re I.
Probably the greatest single problem wi·th an installation of this
type is ch i Idren turn i ng the va Ives off ins i de the house. Once a va Ive is
closed the circulation pattern obviously ceases, and a freeze-up occurs
Soon thereafter. This occurrence then leads to the second problem which
becomes apparent when the thawing procedure is started; trying to locate
the thaw cable in the snow-covered frozen ground above the main. A
valving arrangement which is more difficult to manipulate might well be
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a worthwhi Ie addition to the system, or the valving arrangement should
be instal led in a container which can be opened only by employees of
the ut iii ty .
It was previously mentioned that one loop had to be installed wherein
the circulation between the serviced structure and the main was done by a
pump. This was the BIA Junior High School. The distance between the
heated part of the bUi Iding and the main was 400 ft. In order to solve
this problem a loop was instal led which consists of a three inch copper
line to carry the water from the main to the school and a two inch copper
line which carries the recirculated water from the school back to the main.
In order to minimize heat losses, the two inch I ine, which always \'Iould
carry the colder water, was placed inside the three Inch line, both of which
were insulated with one and one-half inches of Foamglass insulation material.
A sma 1'1 centr I fuga I pump located in the schoo I prov i ded the requ ired c i r-
Cu Iat Ion.'
Wei Is and Wei I Loops: The wei I field for this installation is located
approximately 1200 feet to the north of the pumphouse, and again, a special
system had to be instal led to insure that the cold (33°F) wei I water would
reach the purnphouse before freezing. To accomplish this a one and one-half
Inch galvanized iron line was instal led which carrIes heated water from the
pumphouse to the we1 I head. ThIs warmer water mixes with the wei I water
at th Is pol nt and Is returned to the pumphouse In a 3 Inch I Ine of the same
material. Both lines were insulated with one and one-half inches of insulation.
The wei I lines were graded to the wei Is so that if the system were to
be shut down for any reason the water in the lines would drain to the wei Is
and return to the aqUifer. A special series of valves and fittings had to
be ins ta I Ied at each of the th ree usab Ie we lis such that water cou Id f Iow
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only in one direction whi Ie the pumps were in operation and so that the
valves would open to al low the water to drain into the field if It be-
came necessary.
Pumphouse: ,The original pumphouse was a 1000 sq. ft. prefabricated
bui Iding, The mechanical equipment consisted of water meters on both loops
at the discharge and return points. Total circulated flow and water con-
sumption (including losses) thus could be measured. Two pumps were instal led
for each loop: a three and a one and one-half horsepower. The original
design called for both, which could be operated singly or in series, to give
the desired flexibility of increased velocities in mains as wei I as the
ava i lab i Ii ty of a stand-by-un it. Sma I Ier pumps were Insta I Ied for the we Ii
loop.
The bui Iding also housed two boilers of 600,000 BTU rated capacity.
These units were put into the system to add heat to the water during the
winter months. To conserve pumping and piping costs, only a smal I fraction
of the water was brought through the bol lars. This water was heated in the
range of 40 - 60°F and mixed with the colder water to insure approximately
40°F water entering the distribution loops at all times.
Immedlateiy outside the pumphouse two steel fuel tanks of 10,000 gal Ion
capacity were installed. Since the vi Ilage 'is located in a remote area,
fuel for an entire year must be brought in and stored at one time during the
summer.
Elevated Storage Tank: A 40,000 gal Ion wood stave water storage tank
was bui It as part of the system in order to serve as a constant head tank
during the summer months when no circulation is needed, and to serve as a
reservoir for heated water during the winter months. Storage is necessary
because the wei Is have Insufficient capacity to supply the demand during
peak hours of consumption.
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The tank is located on a twenty-f i ve foot tower. Because of extreme
cold and the probability of high winds, a 3/8 Inch plywood windbreak supported
on two-by-fours was constructed around the tank, providing a 3.5 inch dead
air space for Insulatlve purposes.
Under normal operating condItions the water from the wei I enters the
tank and Is mixed wIth Its contents prior to being dIscharged Into the main
distribution system. The water from the distribution system Is returned
to the storage tank, mixed, and returned to the lines. The heating and
heat-loss characteristIcs of the system wi II be discussed In detal I In the
next section of this report.
The piping system between the pumphouse and the elevated storage tank
was installed In a 30 ft. long utilidor. The uti lidor is unheated, but
an electrical heat tape was Instal led In the event freezIng should occur.
DescriptIon of Test Equipment
As stated In the Introduction of thIs report, the primary purpose of
the study was to determIne the heat-loss characteristics of the overal I system
so fundamental engineering desIgn values could be developed. In order to
determine these characteristIcs, temperatures of the undisturbed soi I versus
depth, the soi I surrounding the distribution pipes, the temperature of the
water leaving and returning to the pumphouse, the temperatures of the water
in the elevated storage tank, and the temperature of water In the house
loops had to be determined. The fol lowing paragraphs describe the instru-
mentatIon and procedures used to acquire thIs Information.
Ambient Weather: The Federal AviatIon Agency operates a FI ight Service
Station adjacent to the Unalakleet airport, approximately one mi Ie north
of the pumphouse. Hourly weather readings are taken at this faci Ilfy and
are submitted monthly to the U.S. Weather Bureau In Anchorage. AI I weather
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data used" In th i"s report that were not obta i ned by project instruments were
obtained from this source.
Undisturbed Soi I Temperatures: Although it is obviously impossible
to obta in an "und isturbed" temperature of the soi I at any depth except the
surface, a close approximation was made by dri Iling a two-inch hole in
the soi I near the pumphouse in an area not subjected to excavation during
the construction phase of the project. The spot selected for this hole was
in an area that was not I ikely to be subjected to vehicular traffic during
the period "of the study.
A series of thermocouples were placed into this hole at the depths
shown in Figure 7.
As each thermocouple was placed Into the hole, dirt was put in as back-
fi i I and tamped. The characteristics of these temperatures were such that it
Is feit they approximated the normal soi I conditions found In the area.
I'iaili Distribution Loop - Soi I Temperatures: The amount of heat lost
from the water in the distribution system to the soil was determined by
placing a series of thermocouples around the outgoing pipe on the West Loop.
Since the outgoing water wi I I be at the maximum temperature in the system,
the greatest heat loss should occur immediately upon leaving the pumphouse.
Figure 8 diagrammatically shows the location of the thermocouples In respect
to the pipes and insulation. The units were located at a distance of 65 ft.
from the northwest corner of the pumphouse.
These series of thermocouples were located In a disturbed section of
sol I which ultimately was used as a roadway, thus creating more severe
temperatures as compared to undisturbed sections.
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Ma In loops - water temperatures: The water temperatures for Incomi ng
and outgoing water were obtained by alcohol and mercury thermometers inside
the pumphouse.
Hou~e :~ps: In order to test the most severely influenced part of
the cOr;Jpiete system, i"J;vih,,1 kllse loops were Installed on thp, return
lines of botll ~-~" Eas+ <,r,d VI::3r main distribution loops. Since i-he water
return; n<:j to t;,e pumpl,ouse will have lost the maximum amollnt of heat, these
test looos were located 60 ft. before the main entered the pumphous8. No
thermocoupjes were instal led on the loop, but thermometers were placed Inside
the pumphouse on these units so the loss between the main and the pumphouse
could be determined.
The fact that these loops, both approximately 60 feet in length, would
be the coldest section of the entire distribution system made them an ideai
operational control, as constant checking of their temperatures would signal
an Impending freeze-up.
Unfortunately, flow rates through the loops could not be measured
accurately without impeding the flow. which would have obviated the value
of these IndIVidual test loops.
Well loops: Thermocouples were Installed near the wells to measure
the water temperatures at that remote site. However, they were damaged
during the backfl I ling operatIons near the- completion of the project and
no re I i ab.1 e data cou Id be obta Ined.
The temperature of the wei I water leaving and returning to the pump-
house was determined by thermometers located Inside the bui Iding. Fairly
good heat loss ca Icu Iat ions were therefore ab Ie to be obta iried from these
read i ngs.
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Elevated storage temperatures: Water temperatures in the storage tank
were determined at different depths and different locations inside the water
tank. In addition, thermocouples were located on both the east and west
sides of the tank on the outs ide of the staves, on the Ins i de of the ply,:"
wood windbreak, and on the outside of the windbreak.
These temperature probes were placed so that heat-losses through the
tank wal Is could be determined, water stratification, if present, couid
be determined, and the effect of the preval ling winds could be seen.
Procedures used to collect data: AI I thermocouples described in the
previous sections were fed into the pumphouse and connected to a Honeywel I
multipoint (24 point) recorder. The recorder was constantly checked against
a high IY accurate Iaboratory thermometer p Iaced In a water bath in the
pumphouse.
Although the recorder was a continuous-duty machine, it was used in this
mode only on rare occasions for two reasons: many of the temperatures were
nearly identical and could not be differentiated when the machine was runnIng
continuously and, secondly, most of the temperatures changed slowly with
time, particularly the ground readings. Therefore, the unit was run early
every morning and again in the evening. These two dally readings were sUffi-
cient to give al I the information needed for the purposes of this study.
AI I the readings on the water-temperafure thermometers and the water
meters were taken at the same time that the recorder was run, therefore
giving complete sets of data for al I instal led equIpment.
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Occasionally more intensive readings were made. This was usually
done when one of the Investigators was on location. During these periods
the recorder was often left on continuously and the other readings were
made on·a schedu Ie vary Ing from every ha If hour to every two hours. Duri ng
the remainder of the study a local worker, hired for this project, took
the readings and sent them Into the Fairbanks office.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Unalakleet Field Data
The instruments instal led at Unalakleet and described In Chapter 2
were operated for a period of seventeen months. The data collected is pre-
sented graphically wherever possible. Predicted heat losses are compared
with actual heat losses obtained by the direct measurement of temperatures
in both the house loops and the main distribution pipe.
Ambient Conditions at Unalakleet
Weather: Unalakleet lies In the transition zone between arctic, mari-
time, and continental influences. Summer temperatures are mOdified by the
cooling effect of the cold Norton Sound waters. During the winter months
the ice cover lessens the sea's warming effect creating a more continental
climate. Figure 9 shows the dai Iy maximum and minimum temperatures at the
Unalakleet airport for a 15 month period beginning In October, 1965 and ending
on January 10, 1967, plotted at 10 day Intervals. 1 Superimposed are the
mean dai Iy air temperatures for the 18 years of record. It can be seen that
the temperatures at Unalakleet during the 15 month period were typical, al-
though there was a cold spell In March, 1966.
Because of Unalakleet's relatively unsheltered position, strong winds
occur fairly frequently. When persistent high pressure systems dominate the
interior of Alaska, and low pressure areas dominate the northern Bering Sea
(as in the winter), the wind speed for a month may average as much as 25
mi les per hour. The preval ling direction Is generally from the west during
the summer and the east during the winter.
This method of plotting temperature does not necessariZy sha,; the e:J:treme
highs and Za,;s. but does give a good indication of the temperatures through-
out the yeaY:'o
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Total.precipitation is only 10 to 20 inches per year because of two
factors:
I. The cool air above the Bering Sea can carry only smal I magnitudes
of water vapor.
2. No in Iand mounta in barr ier ex i sts to create cond iti ons favorab Ie
for orograph ic ra i nfa I I.
Of the total, approximately two-thirds occur as rain and one-third as snow.
Soi I Temperatures: !IUndl sturbed soll"temperatures at vari ous depths
were measured during the 15 month period from October, 1965 to December, 1966.
These are shown plotted in Figure 10.
There are several factors typical of sol I temperatures In subarctic
and arctic regions shown on this graph.
Temperatures at increasing depths have a less extreme seasonal vari-
ation than sol I temperatures near the surface. This Is true both In the
winter and summer. Thus, for Instance, whi Ie the temperature at a depth of
0.5 feet ranges from +13°C to -17°C, It only ranges from +5 cC to -2°C at
the 8 foot depth. This factor is critical In design work.
Another feature of. importance, particularly with regard to operational
characteristics, is the time lag behind atmospheric conditions exhibited by
soi Is at a given depth. The·minimum temperatures at the 8 foot depth appear
to occur approximately six weeks after the minimum atmospheric temperatures.
At 5 feet, the average pipe depth, soi I temperatures reach their lowest values
in March and Aprl I. Minimum temperatures appear to be ·-5°C during a normal
year. It is not a good practice to extrapolate soi I temperatures from one
point to another because several factors, which may vary greatly from place
to place, Influence these temperatures. Among these are amount of snow cover,
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amount of soil moisture., and soi I composition. Probably more Important for
pipel ine construction Is the drastic change In thermal characteristics caused
by excavating, backfl I ling, and recompacting the trench.
When cocled, moist sol Is stead I Iy decrease in temperature untIl the
freezing point of water Is reached. At this point they remain at approxi-
mately DoC untl I ai I free water reaches the frozen condition. The reverse
occurs when the sol I thaws. ThIs appears on the undisturbed sol I tempera-
ture-time curves as a horIzontal line at DoC and Is referred to In the
Iiterature as the "zero curtain" or "freeze-thaw curtain." An example
of thIs is evident in Figure 10. The zero curtain was uti Ilzed In the
Unalakleet field studies to check the original calibration of the thermo-
couples. During thawing and freezing the length of the zero curtain In-
creases with depth due to a combination of two factors: the increase in
total thermal mass above any point with depth, and the Increase of soi I
moisture with depth.
In addition to the temperature measurements referred to in Figure 10,
the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (TerrestrIal
Sciences Center) observed ground temperatures at Unalakleet for a period of
10 years. The data obtained are shown in Figure II. From this data it can
be seen that temperatures are such that a permafrost condition does not exist
at the normal pipe depth since temperatures above freezing occur during some
part of the year.
Service Loop Heat Losses
Theoretical Losses: The house service loops are the most critical
feature in the design and operation of single main recirculating systems. It
is quite easy to measure temperatures In the maIns and to add more heat when
requ ired, but there Is no economi ca I method ava 1Iab Ie to measure or man i tor ·:the
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UNALAKLEET GROUND TEMPERATURES
1947 - 1956
--~
---Depth MONTH
in January February March Apri'--- May - --~ June
Feet Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg .. Max. Mi no' Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg.
0.0* 23.8 -3.4 8.7 19.4 -30.5 5.2 20.8 4.0 8.2 28.8 7.4 14.7 35.4 18.9 29.8 54.4 38.0 44.7
0.5
1.0 24.0 1.3 10.1 21.1 -11.0 .8.5 23.8 6.9 10.2 27.9 11.7 16.4 33.2 26.7 30.4 46.8 31.8 41.1
2.0 25.6 14.0 18.0 22.1 2.8 13.5 23.4 3.2 12.5 24.4 11. 7 16.9 31.5 25.9 29.8 38.3 31.3 34.3
4.0 29.7 24.6 26.9 24.3 18.122.1 23.4 16.4 20.0 25.6 17.3 21.5 32.2 26.8 29.9 34.5 31 :1 32.0
7.0 32.9 29.9 31.9 32.0 30.3 31.3 31.6 20.2 27.7 29.9 25.4 27.3 31.6 28.6 30.2 32.2 27.4 31.0
11.0 34.8 28.9 33.8 33. 9 ~ 32 .5 33. 5 33.4 32.5 32.9 32.7 29.6 32.2 32.5 31.5 32.9 34.1 31 .0 32.2
16.0 34.8 33.0 34.3 34.1 33.8 33.9 33.8 33.0 33.4 33.4 32.5 33.1 33.0 32.5 32.8 32.9 30.0 32.3
22.0 34.4 32.5 33.9 34.5 33.9 34.0 34.5 32.2 33.8 34.0 32.7 33.6 36.0 33.0 33.6 35.9 32.7 33.6
Depth -l-fONTH
in July August September October November December
Feet Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max; Min. Avo.
0.0* 64.8 41.9 52.7 55.8 46.6 52.5 52.3 46.4 48.8 45.3 31.2 38.2 28.4 18.9 26.4 25.6 -10.5 13.5
0.5
1.0 55.8 43.7 49.3 56.8 49.6 53.0 50.5 44.6 48.1 44.9 35.4 39.8 32.8 25.2 29.6 26.4 7.5 18.7
2.0 48.5 39.0 44.3 52.5 46.6 48.9 49.1 43.9 46 ..5 44.6 37.7 41.9 33.6 30.4 32.5 32.7 19.0 26.1
4.0 39.1 34.3 36.5 44.4 39.5 42.6 46.0 41.7 44.5 43.3 39.7 41.6 36.6 33.8 34.5 33.4 27.4 31.9
7.0 32.0 29.9 31.1 41. 1 32.4 39.9 41.1 30.2 37.2 41.5 36.6 39.8 38.4 32.0 36.5 38.0 32.4 34.6
11.0 32.7 30.8 32.0 33.4 30.0 32.1 35.9 30.0 34.4 37.9 33.4 36.2 37.7 34.3 36.2 36.2 35.2 35.6
16.0 33.6 31. 5 32.2 32.7 31.8 32.5 33.8 30.7 32.7 34.8 31.3 34.1 35.9 31.5 33.9 36.1 33.0 34.8
22.0 34.4 32.4 33.2 33.8 32.5 33.2 33.8 32.7 32.9 34.1 32.6 33.2 34.8 32.5 33.7 34.8 32.7 33.8
* Thermocouple insta11ed 1/8-inch to 1/4-inch below ground surface
Temperatures recorded by Cold Regions Research Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire
heat losses in each individual house connection. Experience has often shown
that these flows can be so low that the water in the house loops freezes whi Ie
little temperature drop in the mains is exhibited.
The conventional method for heat loss determInation Is based on the steady-
state heat flow equatIons described in Appendix I. This method assumes two
layers of Insulation; the actual fabricated material and an annular soi I
section. The thickness of the soi I ring must be such that its outer surface
temperature is essentially the natural ground temperature. This is about 10
inches for" the insulated service lines used at Unalakleet.
When the above method of heat loss calculation Is used, the thermal
conductivity, k, of the sol I surrounding the pipe must be estimated. This
factor is a function of density, moisture content, particle size and shape,
temperature, and dissolved and gaseous substances.
A test hole bored at Unalakleet by Cold Regions Research Laboratory
on JUly I I, 1958 showed that the sol I from 5.5 feet to 8.5 feet in depth
consisted of a coarse to medium sand, poorly graded, with an average water
content of 3,6% of dry weight. Above the 5.5 foot depth the sol I has
slightly less moisture, but is simi lar in composition. The value of k for
this type of soi I was estimated to be 0.7 BTU/hr.ft.oF for the unfrozen
state and 0.5 BTU/hr.ft.oF for the frozen state.
The steady state heat conduction equations formulated In Appendix
are for long cyl inders. The geometry of the house loops complicates the use
of these equations. In order to simplify these computations, the two pipes
were assumed to be equivalent tc an imaginary single pipe having the same
total flow. The radius of the Imaginary pipe was chosen to be such that
its cross-sectional area was equal to that of the two pipes.
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A sample calculation of expected heat losses for a given date is shown
below. Late ;,larch was chosen since the 50! I temperatures are at a minimum at
that time of year. The data 15 developed for the east test house service loop
In order· that the resu Its can be compared to measured losses.
In the calculation below, the undisturbed sol I temperature of 9°F
was taken from Thermocouple #2, In Figure 12, rather than from Figure 10,
"Und i sturbed So I I Temperatures", from wh Ich a higher temperature wou Id have
been obtained. This was done because the lack of snow cover over the east
test house service loop produced sol I temperatures which differed from those
In the undisturbed 501 I section. Thermocouple #2, In Figure 12, was assumed
to be essentially at undisturbed ground temperature at that location.
Sample Calculation
Date: March 24, 1966
Loop: East test house service loop
Equation: 1-4, Appendix I
The fo Ilowl ng values are known or measured:
T = 9°F
0
TI = 42°F
k = 0.Q22 BTUlft hroF
I
k = 0.6 BTUlft hroF
2
r l = 0.353 In
r2 = 1.853 in
r3 = 11.85 in
L = 60 ft
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The ca I'cu lations show that the expected heat loss will be approximate Iy
159 BTU/hr per 60 ft length of service I ine made of two 1/2" copper tubes
covered by 1.5 inches of Insulation. It must be emphasized that this value is
only approximate due to the estimates and simplifications Inherent In the
equat Ion used.
An error In estimating the annular soil thickness for the temperature
to decrease to that of the unaffected surrounding natural ground wi I I have
minimal effects upon resultant calculated heat loss because of the large
temperature drop across the insulation. If a sol I ring 100 inches thick
had been used Instead of the 10 Inches In the example, the heat loss would
be 151 BTU/hr., a five percent difference .. The effect of properly estimatIng
the coefficient of thermal conductivity for the sol I Is much greater.
Measured Losses: Serv ice loop heat los'ses were measured by the tempera-
ture decrease of the water f low i ng through the pIpe, as descr Ibed In Chapter 2.
As predicted by the theory, the greatest heat loss was obtained In March.
The quantity of water flowing through the test house service loops Is
not easily measured without being impeded to some degree. One set of velocity
measurements was made for the east test loop by injecting a dye Into a 2 ft.
section of clear tubing (4). This test Indicated that the velocity In the
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service was 0.18 ft/sec at a time the velocity In the main was 1.7 ft/sec.
This test was performed only once, and that was for only one service length
and piping configuration.
AI I calculations have been made assuming the velocity In the test
service line is directly proportional to the velocity In the maIn. This
approximation is quite valid for any given service line, but cannot be extra-
polated to other service lines since the velocity also depends on service line
length.
The calculatIons for radial heat loss for the same day and service
connection as calculated from theory are shown below using Equation 1-5
as outll ned I n Appendix I.
Sample Calculation
Date: March 24, 1966
Loop: East test house service loop
Equation: 1-5, Appendix I.
Given:
T1 = 44°F (water temperature at beg Inn i ng of house loop)
T2 = 42°F (water tp.mpe rature at house)
v = 1.25 ft/sec
m
v = 0.13 ft/sec
s
.C = I BTU/lboF
0 = 40 Ib/hr
m
From Equation 1-5,
q
q
= CO H
m
= Ix40x2 = 80 BTU!hr
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ISince the above loss is for one-half of the house loop, the value is
doubled for the total loss In the complete loop. Thus, for March 24 a heat
loss of 160 STU/hr is expected under the prevai ling conditions and physical
constraints of the system.
A series of simi iar calculations for heat losses were performed and
compared with expected theoretical losses for the east test house loop.
Differences were as high as 50 percent between theoretical and actual. This
seemingly large error, admittedly of significance, is partially explained by
the qual ity of some of the raw data used as wei I as some of the assumptions
and simplifications Inherent in the equations. The manner in which much of
the raw data was obtained, i.e., two readings of all meters per day, tended
to introduce an error. Average velocities for a 12 hour period were used to
calculate mass flow rates. This Information was then used to calculate
heat losses using an Instantaneous water temperature value.
The authors feel the equations used are· accurate within ten percent
and should be used for calculations of this type.
Main Loop Heat Losses
Soi I Temperature Near Loops: FLgure 12 shows temperatures recorded
at and around the west main. The location and numbering key for thesA thermo-
coup les are detai led in Figure 8. Thermocouple No.4, located on the soi I
side of the insulation at the pipe joint, Is not shown in Figure 8.
The thermal characteristics of the soi I surrounding the pipe (shown
in Figure 12) are indeed much different than those in the undisturbed ground,
as would be expected. The former exhibits shorter lag times at a given
depth and a shorter zero curtain length. The characteristics of the soi I
surrounding the pipe were changed by the excavation and ref! I ling during
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the co I Iected a nd co I Iated data.
construction. The magnitude of the changes could not be determined from
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The data indicates that the sol I temperatures in the vicinity of the
pipe are lower than those at equal depth in the undisturbed ground. This
would be contrary to expectations since the soi I adjacent to the pipe is
receiving heat flowing from the pipe. Construction processes may have caused
the above phenomenon by a Itering the soi I characteristics. However, the
primary cause is thought to be the use to which the ground surface had
previously been put. The pipe is under an area which was heavily used for
parking trucks and other machinery. The snow cover was cleared andlor
compacted, thereby reducing its insulating properties. The undisturbed
measurements were al I observed under an area which was not sUbjected to
traffic of any type.
The above implies that the heat losses were calculated for their most
severe case If these figures were uti lized. At Unalakleet such a situation
would result In a conservative design because of the scarcity of roads and
the fact that the greatest part of the piping was not bui It along the
existing roads. However, since common engineering practice in the
United States is to put water mains under streets, this most severe case
may Indeed be the one which should be used In design.
Theoretical Losses: Heat loss calculations for the main roop are
shown below using the same equations as presented for the house loops.
Sample Calculation
Date: March 24, 1966
Loop: East main
Equation: 1-4, Appendix
Given:
T
o
r
3
L
= 0.022 BTUlft hr of
= 0.6 BTUlft hr of
= 2.3 inches
= 3.8 (nches
= 18.2 inches (Value was used because of placement of #2
thermocouple so known values could be used)
=5,300 ft
q = 47,400 BTU/hr (calculated by Equation 1-4)
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Actual Losses: Since the temperature decrease and average flow in the
loop were known, heat losses could be computed directly. The accuracy of
temperature measurements was limited to 1/2°F.
Date: March 24, 1966
Loop: East ~la in
Equation: 1-5, Appendix
6T =2 - 1/4 = 1.75°F
Temperature decrease In line = 2°F
Temperature decrease due to heat lost in services = 1/4°F
(see fol lowing section)
q = CQm6T
q = 1(23700) (1.75)
q. = 41,500 BTU/hr
(8.34 Ib) = 23700 Ib/hr
gal
Om = 35280 gal
12.45 hr
The above figure compares fairly closely with 47,400 BTU/hr computed
using the sol I ring method. Other calculations differed by 10,000 BTU, indl-
eating a large degree of uncertainty.
If the' total heat loss from,the services is compared to that from the
main loop, It can be seen that heat loss from the main is the primary cause
of the system temperature decrease. However, freezing may be expected to
take place first In the service lines, due to the low flow rates.
Losses from Heat Flow in Services: The total heat lost in the main
loops is the sum of heat loss from the main loop itself and heat loss from
the service loops. That is, the heat lost In each service connection has
a cumulative effect on the system as a whole. In order to determine whether
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this effect was of a significant magnitude, heat loss calculations were made
for the composite system. In an analysis of the 5,300 ft east loop, which
has 39 service loops averaging 38 ft in length, It was found that the
maximum contribution of the service loops to the heat loss of the total
system Is approximately 6,000 BTU/hr. For normal flows, this means a
temperature drop of less than 1/4°F In the main line. However, If the flow
through the service loops were greater, or If a system had more and/or
longer loops, the heat loss from this part of the system could cause
significant temperature drops In the main.
Heat Losses in the Wei I Lines
To keep the cold wei I water from freezing on Its way to the pumphouse,
a one and one-half inch galvanized Iron line carries warm water 1200 feet
from the pumphouse to the wei I head where it is mixed with the cold ground
water. The wei I water and the water from the pumphouse returns in a three
inch ga Ivan-I zed iron pipe. One and one-ha Ifinches of i nsu Iati on covers
both I Ines.
The temperature of the water leaving the pumphouse to the wells, and
that of the water returning from the wells, was recorded twice dai Iy. The
wei I water was known to remain constant at 33°F.
In order to determine the heat losses In-the wei I loops, three distinct
events were considered:
I. The heat losses of the outgoing water were computed and the temperature
drop of the water was obtained by means of the steady state conduction
formula in Appendix I.
2. When mixi ng occurs at the well head, a further drop in temperature
takes place. The temperature of the water at this time was computed.
3. Using the temperature obtained above, the heat loss of the returning
water was computed.
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In order to determine the validity of the calculations, the temperature
drop which would occur in the return I ine due to the heat loss was calculated
and the fi na I temp~rature compared to the known temperature recorded at the
we II house~
Sample Calculation
Wei I Loop Heat Losses - March 24, 1965
r3
- - 12.45 inches
ki = ,022 BTU/ft hr of
k = ,6 BTU!ft hr of
2
q
q
=
=
In(r !r )!k + 'n(r !r )!k
2 I I 3 2 2
2~ (1200) (47-9)
I n 02 ',4955 / .022 + 1n 12.4
5 !2.45 .6
q
T
=6250 BTU!hr
=6250 °
4560 - 1.4 F
Temperature at wei I head = 47 - 1.4 = 45.6°F
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compares with a measured temperature at the we I I house of 40° F.
Final temperature of the water should be 41.2-1.1 =40.l o F. This
3. Returning water:
T = 9°F
0
T. = 41.2° FI
L = 1200 ft
Om = 7050 Ib/hr
r l = 1.75 Inches
r2 = 3.25 inches
r = 13.25 Inches3
k =
.022 BTU/ft hr ofI
k2 = 0.6BTU/ft hr of
+ In 13.25 1 .6
3.25
T =4560 Ib/hr x 45.6°F + 2490 Ib/hr x 33°F =41 .20 F
7050 Ib/hr
- 2H 1200)(32.2)
q = -In~ 1 .022
1.75
q =7900 BTU/hr
6T =7900 = 1.10F
7050
t·Hxi ng at we II head2.
hl
Ij
Ij
1
j
I
From the above calculations, it was found that on March 24, 1966 a
total of approximately 14,000 BTU/hr was lost from the wei I lines.
~eat Losses In the Storage Tank
The 40,000 gal Ion water storage tank is of wood-stave construction resting
On a 25 foot tower. Because of the extreme cold and high winds, the tank was
furred and covered with 3/8" plywood to create a dead a f r space for i nsul ati on.
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An analysis of the temperature data collected from various points In
the storage tank shorled that water temperature in the tank was essentially
independent of "location wlthln the tank.
Since al I water is circulated through the tank under normal operating
conditions, the water in the tank is being continually changed and mixed.
This prevents water stratification from occurring and hides the effect of the
wind on the water temperature.
Approximate heat loss calculations showed that at an air temperature
of -40°F and a wind velocity of 10-15 mph, approximately 45,000 BTU/hr of
heat would be lost from the water In the tower. The gre.atest heat loss from
the tank normally would occur during the coldest month but at a different
time of the year than the greatest heat losses in the underground part of the
system.
Summary
Using the data obtained, heat loss calculations were made on al I major
.portions of the water system. TheoretIcal determinations were made in some
cases and compared with the emp Iri ca I heat Iasses.
By expanding the calculations made In the examples in previous sections
of this chapter, heat losses for the entIre system on a day such as March 24,
1966, were found to total apprOXimately 140,000 BTU/hr. This assumes
miscellaneous minor heat losses totaling about 10,000 BTU/hr. The heat losses
were divIded as fo I lows:
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I, Portion of System Heat Loss
" of Totalp
House loops I I ,000 BTU/h r 8
I~ai n loops 75,000 BTU/hr 54
We II loops 14,000 BTU/hr 10
l'later Tank* 30,000 BTU/hr 21
~1i see I 1aneous 10,000 BTU/hr 7
140,000 BTU/hr 100%
*The water tank heat Zoss given here is Zess than that discussed in the
previous section, since ail' temperatures were wanner.
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Chapter 4
Heat Transfer Considerations in Design of System
I~any of the factors considered herein will apply to systems other
than the single main recirculating system. However, if the uti lity is
to be buried, the single main system wi I I likely be the most economical.
Heat transfer considerations will be very important In the design phase
of the system. In areas where the climate causes water freezing In the pipes,
underdeslgn can produce a system which Is a failure, while overdesign can make
the system uneconomical. Therefore, It is of paramount Importance to be
as accurate as possible in heat loss estimations. No matter how detal led
and pal nstaking the heat loss calculations are, however, there wi II be several
parameters which wi II introduce errors Into the results. Perhaps the most
important of these Is the variation in make-up and water content of the earth
in which the pipes wi 11 be buried. Others w~lch may have Importance are
variations In land surface and snow cover, and the lack of sufficient tempera-
ture data.
The first requirements In the design of a single-main recirculation
system woul d be to determi ne the soi I characteri stl cs I n the proposed I ocati on
of the system. It is then possible to estimate the lowest soil temperatures
expected at the pipe depth.
In subarctic regions where there is no permafrost, a first approximation
would be to determine the maximum depth of freezing for design purposes. This
can be accomplished by use of the modified Berggren Equation discussed later in
this section. If the depth of the 32°F isotherm is shal low enough to economi-
ca I I y bury the system beneath th i s depth, a sing I e-ma in reel rcu I at·j on system
is not needed.
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If the pipe must go In the seasonal frost zone, a very rough approx-
imation of sol I temperatures at a given depth can be obtained by a stralght-
line Interpolation between 32°F at the depth obtained by the Berggren Equation
and the design minimum sol I surface temperature.
Design Freezing Index
The surface freezing index of the area must be known to use the modified
Berggren Equation. The freezing index is the sum of the differences between
the dally mean temperatures and 32°F for one year. Dally mean temperatures
above 32°F are not included In the summation. One method of estimating this
va I ue is to use month Iy averages. For each month where the average temperature
<TAl I s below 32°F, multip Iy <32-TAl times the number of days t n that month.
The sum of al I these values over the year is an approximation of the freezing
index•.
The freez I ng I ndex to use in the des ign of a system wou fd, of course,
have to be something larger than the average freezing index. Calculation
I/ethods for Determi nation of Depth of Freeze and Thaw in Sol Is (5l defi nes
the design freezing index as " ... the average air-freezing index of the three
co Idest winters in the latest 30 years of record. If 30 years of record are
not available, the air-freezing index for the coldest winter in the latest 10
year period may be used." The design air-freezing index can be approximated
by adding I ,OOO°F days to the mean freezing index for most locations in Alaska.
Figure 13 shows mean air-freezing Indexes for Alaska.
Another method of determining a design freezing Index would be to plot
a probabi Iity graph using al I avai lable yearly freezing indexes. The freezing
index for the probabi Iity desired may then be estimated by Interpolation.
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l>bdifled Berggren Equation (6): The following equation may be used to
fi nd the maxImum depth of the 32°F isotherm below the surface of the ground.
"here
x = A V48knF
-r-
x = depth of freeze (ft)
BTU
(4-1 )
k = thermal conductIvity of soi I(hr ft OF)
L = volumetric latent heat of fusion (BTU/f~)
n = convers i on factor for air treez i ng index to surface
freezing index (see Table 4)
F = air freezing index
A = a coefficient which is a function of the freezing
index, the mean annual temperature, and the thermal
properti es of the soi f •
The value of A is generally very close to 1.0 in cold climates, but
affects the equation increasingly In warmer regions. Two factors, the
thermal ratio, Cl, and the fusion parameter, IJ, are used to determine A.
Cl is defi ned by
v
Cl = a
v
s
(4-2)
where V
o
=mean annual site. temperature minus 32°F (MAT-32°F)
V
s
= nF/t
t = length of freezing season
The fusion parameter, IJ, is dEdi ned by
IJ = Vs
C
L (4-3)
where C = volumetric specific heat of the soi I
Figure 14 can be used to obtai n A as a funct I on of Cl and IJ·.
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Table 4-1*
Surface type
snow
pavements free of snow & Ice
sand and grave I
turf
n-factor
I .0
0.9
0.9
0.5
*These values are estImates and should only be used in the absence of
bette r Info rmat i on.
Example of Use of the Modified Berggren Equation
Problem: To find the depth of freezing, x, during an average year In
a deep gravel fill at King Salmon, Alaska.
Gi ven:
k = I .05 BTU/ft hr of
avg
Ydry = 100 IbS/ft3
W = 13% water
F = 2300° Days
T = 180 Days
n = 0.9
V = 34°F
- 32°F = 2°F
0
V = 0.9(2300)
s 180 = " .5
C = [0.17 + (.75W>] Ydryavg
C = 27 BTU/ft3°Favg
L = '44( 100) (0.13) = 1870 BTU/ft3
lJ
=
V (C) = 11.5(27)
= 0.166s I 1870
=
Vo 2
a v;: =:Tr::"5=0.174
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From Figure 14, A =0.94
x = A Ij48knF =
\' L
x = 7 ft.
.94\ 148(1.05) (.9) (2300)V 1870
Therefore, we would expect approximately 7 ft. of freezing In the
gravel fi II. For a design year, if the freezing Index Is increased by 1000
degree-days, x = 10 ft.
In solis which are dry, or In extremely cold areas where permafrost
exists and the active layer is thin, the following equation may be used to
estimate temperature at a given depth:
A = A exp (-x II ~ )
x 0 Y ap
(4-4)
where A = amp Ii tude of temperature wave at depth x, OF
x
A = amp II tude of the surface wave above or below the
0
annual surface temperature, OFmean
x = depth below surface, ft
a = thermal dlffusivlty of the mass, ftZ/day
p = period of sine wave, 365 days.
The amp II tude of the surface temperature wave Is dIff i cu I t to obta In.
It Is i-nvariably less than that of al r temperatures,and varies with the type
of surface. Figure 15 gives a qualitative picture of the wave for various
surfaces, drawn about a given vertical axis. Air temperature annual sine wave
amplitudes for Alaska are shown in Figure 16. From these, the surface
temperature amplitudes can be estimated.
Like the annual surface temperature wave, the Mean Annual Surface
Temperature (MAST) is a functIon of many variables, and is difficult to obtaIn
precisely. It is usually from 2°F to 11°F warmer than the mean annual air
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te~Derature. Figure 17 shows the mean annual air temperatures for Alaska.
To obtain the lowest temperature expected at depth x, subtract Ax from the
mean annual surface temperature.
The amount of time that temperatures at a given depth wi I I lag behind
surface temperatures can be estimated by the fol lowing equation:
(4-5)
where t x = phase lag at depth x, days.
The best method for determining temperatures at pipe depth is, of
course, to measure them over a period of years at the locatIon. This is
deDth. However, there Is an additional amount of time that must be con-
possible to drl I I a test hole and make at least one set of subsurface
sidered because the air temperature lags behind -the sun. This can be
a = 0.84 ft 2/day
t x= ~ \1 365/.84~- (Equation 4-5)
t x= 30 days
Given:
Equation 4-5 can be used to estimate the temperature lag at a given
Example of Determination of the Date of Lowest
Temperatures at 5 ft. Depth In Unalakleet
determined by use of Figure 18, Seasonal Laq in Alaska.
usually impossible because of the time and expense Involved. If It Is
temperature measurements, this should be done when the soil temperatures
are expected to be at their lowest. The drilling method used should be
that which wi I I disturb the natural conditions as little as possible.
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Actually tha lag time with depth would be slightly longer, since the
Figure 19 shows a series of curves which may be used to conveniently
From Figure IB, aIr temperature lag time is around 26 days.
effect of moisture in the soi I is ignored in the equation above.
Dec. 22 + 26 = Feb. 16. Thus, the last part of February wou Id be the
Therefore, the coldest temperature at 5 ft depth would be expected around
number, proceed vertically to the thermal conductivity of the insulation,
estimate heat losses from insulated pipe. To use the graph, first obtain
the ratio of .insulation to pipe radius. Entering the graph with this
pip. -0d the temperature gradient expected across the insulation to obtain an
and then horizontally to the left to obtain heat loss per foot of pipe for
a I""Jifference across insulation. Simply multiply this by the length of
The above discussions, together with the calculations and explanations
of Chapter 3, should be sufficient to determine heat loss characteristics for
a single-main recirculating water system.
At the expense of stating the obvious, some comments are enumerated
below for consideration during design and construction phases.
I.) Choice of Material: AI I pipes should be made of a material which
can withstand tensl Ie stresses due to freezing. Cast Iron pipe, in our
opinion, is a rather poor choice for water systems In the Far North. If
a freeze-up of "the mains should occur due to any reason, the cast iron pipe
would be one of the first parts of the system to burst. Repair and re-
placement costs would be extremely high. Thln-wal led steel pipe has been
shown to withstand the freezing cycle better than other materials.
2.) Construction: Extreme care must be used to be certain al I pipes
are clean. If any foreign materials (Including rodents and other animals)
Should get trapped during the construction process, they wi I I become caught
on the protruding pltorifices, thereby reducing flow or completely clogging
the main. Unlike conventional systems, finding and alleviating the problem
can be extremely expensive and time consuming.
3.) Cross-Connections: Although always a hazard In water supplies, a
single cross-connection in a recIrculating system has the potential of
contaminating the water supply of the entire vi I Iage faster than in more
conventional systems.
4.) Grades: As pointed out in the main body of this report, al I mains
and service connections should be laid to a grade designed so that ~ water
can be pumped from the system if the need should arise due to a complete
shutdown during the winter months. The Unalakleet system uti lizedthe
hydrants for this purpose.
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5.)· Thaw Cables: . The thaw cable coming to the surface above the
pitorifice connection works fine as long as it can be found when needed.
Good design, at extra cost, would provide for this cable to be extended to
the house where it could be positively located at any time.
6.) Interior Loop Plumbing: Also mentioned elsewhere in this report
was the problem of people tampering with the loop valving on the house
interior <children are not always the culprits). By far the safest method
of solving this problem would be to construct a tamperproof box or cage
around this plumbing which would al low only water works personnel access.
7.) Boller Selection: Two boi lers should be installed at any remote
Iii!I
faci Ii ty.
on line.
Any fai Iure of one shoul d automati ca Ily start and p Iace the second
When sizing the boi lers ample capacity should be provided to handle the
necessary heating of the water and the heating of the interior of the water
plant-pumping station.
8.) Pumphouse Piping: Any system· which incorporates more than one loop·
wi II have involved piping and valving arrangements. It is not within the
scope of this report to go into details since every system will be different,
but it Is justified to mention a few points:
a) AI I exit and entrance mains should have individual meters.
b) All pumps should be i nstal.led with the necessary valvi ng so
.
they can be used in seri es or para I Ie I, or for any chosen loop.
c) Valves to isolate any section of the plumbing should not
be spared.
9.) Alarms: Alarms should be arranged to notify personnel when the
water velocity drops below a predetermined minimum, the water temperature
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drops too low, or the electrical power fai Is. In smal J installations which
are not monitored 24 hours per day, these alarms should be transmitted to a
pol ice station, operator's home, etc.
The authors feel that if a system Js des i gned by the heat loss ca I cu Iati ons
discussed in this chapter and using sound engineering principles (and common
sense), a reliable faci Iity wi II be produced.
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Theory
Heat losses from a buried pipe through which water is flowing vary
with time. Parameters which are not constant include the fol lowing: The
temperature of the ground surrounding the pipe, the soi I characteristics,
the pipe depth, and the fiovi through the pipe. However, since the effect of
the above can only be approximately determined, steady state equatIons are
used to predict heat losses. Only conductive heat flow equations wi I I be
used, since radiation and convection are considered negligible as heat
dissipation mechanisms In the ground. Surface effects are also ignored, since
they are of mi nor nature.
The basic relationship for heat conduction Is given by the Fourier's
I
equation,
where
..
q = kA i!.-
OX
q =heat transfer rate
k = thermal conductivity of the material
or
ox = temperature gradient
( I-I )
If a long cylinder of length L Is exposed to a temperature differential
of T.- T , the heat flow out of the cylinder may be obtained by Inserting the
I 0
proper area relationship for the above equation.
For a long cyl inder,
A = 2~ rL
r
Substituting Into Fourier's Law,
( 1-2)
dt
qr = -2~krL dr
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( 1-3)
With boundary conditions:
T = Ti at r = ri
T = To at r = ro
Rearranging the above equation and integrating,
dT or,
Rearranging again,
2~kL(TrTo)
In(ro ri)
qr In r o = 2 LeT T)~k i - 0ri
C1-4)
For a multi layered cylinder of cross section shown in Figure I-I, the
heat loss is given as
where
qr = 2 LCTi-To)
In(r2/ r l)/k l + In(r3/ r2)/k2 + In(r4/r3)/k3
e1-5)
q
FIGURE I-I
In order to determine the temperature drop of water flowing through
the pipe once the heat losses are known, the fol lowing equation may be used:
I,
I
i
oT = ..S-
Ome
( 1-6)
where llT = change I n temperature of the water over the length
of pipe for which q was computed.
Om = mass flow rate of liquid in the pipe
c = specl fic heat of /Iqu I d I n the pipe
When a. liquid flows through a pipe, T. continually decreases due to
I
heat loss. Because of this, the driving force for heat flow from the pipe
continually decreases also. By diViding the pipe into short lengths and using
an iterative procedure, this change In heat flow may be taken into consideration.
In this procedure, qr is determined for a short length: T is computed
from the heat loss and subtracted from the original Ti to produce a smaller
driving farce for heat flow. This type of iterative procedure is very
amenable to computer solution. However, if the temperature decrease is
small compared to the temperature difference producing heat flow, the error
introduced by not using an iterative procedure is very small.
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Determination of Soi I Properties
The determination of heat transfer properties of the soi I Is extremely
important In predicting possible heat losses in a proposed system. Three
parameters are of Interest: thermal conductivity (k), specific heat (c),
and thermal dlffusivity (a).
Thermal Conductivity: The thermal conductivity of a soi I can generally
be determined to within 25 percent if soi I type, dry density, and moisture
content of the sol I are known. Mi les Kersten (7) gives equations for the
determination of k for various soi Is both in the frozen and unfrozen state.
Figures II-I, 11-2, 11-3, and 11-4 are graphical representations for the
equations. For purposes of the diagrams, "silt and clay soils" are defined
as conta in Ing more than 50 percent s I It and clay, wh II e "sandy so lis" con-
sist mainly of gravel and sand of normal composition. For soi Is that contain
20-50 percent clay and sl It, and for sandy loam soils, a combination of the
charts should be used. It should be emphasized that the charts should be
used with caution. Soi Is have been tested whose conductivity varied more
than 100 percent from that predicted by Kersten's curves.
Another, more accurate, method of determining the thermal conductivity
of a sol I is to use a thermal conductivity probe such as that described by
Arthur C. Lachenbruch in Transactions, Geophysical Union (8). The probe
essentially consists of a tube about 20" long, an axial heater fi lament, and
a thermistor placed about midway on the long axis of the tube. In order to
determine the conductivIty of the soi I, a hole is dug to the depth that
measurements are desired, and the tube is inserted horizontally into the
ground.
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A constant amount of current is passed through the fi lament, and the
temperature increase is measured as a function of time. After a certain
amount of ti me, the current Is cut off and temperature-ti me observati ons
may be continued whl Ie cooling takes place. To analyze the data, the
temperatures are plotted against the logarithm of time. With certain
corrections, a straight line is obtained. From the slope of the line,
k may easily be derived. The probe gives reproducible results to about
2 percent, accord I ng to Lachenb ruch. Th isis Iess than the vari ab III ty
of most sol Is from place to place. It Is important, however, that the
probe be p Iaced hori zonta I Iy, Ii ke the pipe wIII be pIaced, sl nee therma I
conductivity varies In different directions in the ground.
The importance of the thermal conductivity of the soi I decreases rapidly
when insulation is to be used on the pipes. If the insulatlve effect of the
ground becomes very small in relation to that of the insulation surrounding
the pipe, it can be ignored completely. The smal I error Introduced by doing
this makes heat losses appear higher than they would actually be, so It
would be on the side of safety.
Specific Heat: Specific heat, the heat absorbed by a unit weight of
substance when its temperature is Increased by one degree, does not vary
greatly In most soi Is. In dry sol Is near the freezing point it can be taken
to be 0.17 BTU!lboF. According to Kersten the average variation in specific
heat of dry salls Is from 0.16 at OaF to 0.19 at 140°F, or an increase of
II percent per 100°F temperature rise.
The specific heat of a moist soi I can be obtained If the moisture
content is known, by proportion of sol I and water, and their respective
speci fl cheats. For the case of a moist l,I~fro~~ri'·soll wjthgvt13xqess mol,s-
ture, the following equatlGn applies:
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Cu =0.17 + i(%'bv i~lght of H20)
100
where
Cu =- specific heat of unfrozen soi I (BTU/lboFl
Since the specific heat of ice is about half that of water, the following
equation applies-when the wet sol I Is in the frozen condition:
cf = 0.17 + 0.5 (,%- by weight of. Hz£.l..
, lob
where
cf " specific heat of frozen soi I (BTU/lboFl
Thermal Diffuslvity: In all problems concerning steady heat flow, thermal
dlffusivlty is involved. The following equation may be used to determine the
thermal diffuslvity of a dry sol I:
a" k
cy
For moist, unfrozen sol Is, the following equation applies:
k = thermal conductivity (BTU/lboFl
C" specific heat (BTU/lboFl
y" specific weight (lb/ft3 )
where
a = thermal diffusivlty (ft2/hrl
a = k
+ %by we i gMt of. H2~l
100
For moist, frozen sol I, the pertinent equation Is:
The rate of temperature change of a sol I with change In time Is dependent
on thermal diffusivity. A soli having a high value of "a" wi II heat faster
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a " k
(Cd + .5ry x %by weight of H~)100
than a body with a low value of "a". Thus over a year's temperature cycle,
a soi I with a low "a'; wi II freeze to a shallower depth than one I n which
"a" is higher.
Appendix III
Symbol Table
a " thermal di ffuslvlty (ft2/hr)
"
amplitude of temperature wave at depth x(OF)
amplitude of surface temperature wave above or below the
mean annua I surface temperature (OF)
thermal ratio (dimensionless)
y
c
"
"
specific weight (lb/ft3)
specific heat (BTU/lbOF)
C " volumetric specific heat (BTU/ft3oF)
F " air freezing index (OF-day)
k " thermal conductivity (BTU/hrftOF)
L " volumetric latent heat of fusion (BTU/ft3)
A " coefficient In modified Berggren equation (dimensionless)
U. " fusion parameter (dimensionless)
n " conversion factor for air freezing Index to surface freezing
Index (dimensionless)
p
"
peri od of sine wave of annua I march of temperatures (365 days)
q
"
heat trans fer rate (BTU/h r)
Om " mass flow rate (Ib/hr)
r
"
rad i us (length)
t " time (days)
T
"
temperature ( OF)
vm " velocity of water In main (ft/sec)
Vs = velocity of water In the servi ce I Ine ( ft/seC>
Vo " mean annual sIte temperature mi nus 32°F (OF)
Vs " surface freezl ng index divided by length of freeZing season ( OF)
W = percent by weight of water (%)
,
ii·I:
I:
Ii
I i,1
'i
\1
'I
x = depth (ft)
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